Five European
citizens meetings
The citizens meetings were conducted
as the first step of the RECIPES cocreation process. The goal of the
meetings was to incorporate citizens’
views, concerns and messages into the
project and to prepare the ground for
the later involvement of stakeholders,
during the next steps of the project.
To achieve this, a diversified sample of the
population, in five countries, was invited to
attend the citizen meetings.
Two of the major findings in the five
citizens meetings was that participants did
not see precaution and innovation as being
in contradiction with each other and that
the precautionary principle was almost
universally recognised as an appropriate
and effective tool to regulate uncertainties
arising from development of technologies.
Furthermore,
it
was
observed
that
participants seemed to look differently to
technology and innovation in general as
opposed to specific cases. Technology and
innovation in general were characterized as
an unstoppable force that was impossible to
hold back by regulation. However, this
conviction was much less present when
people got into details about precaution in
relation to specific cases, such as e.g. new
medicine and GMOs. The complexity of the
more general terms technology and
innovation vs. concrete and specific cases
fostered arguments for assessing innovation
and technology case-by-case and to
differentiate
precautionary
measures
according their societal and environmental
value.

“ Ev en
th ou gh
c on sid e ra bl e
c on c e rn s t o wa rd s in n o vat i on
w er e
a rti cu l at e d,
th e
pa rti cip an t s
di d
n ot
seem
ov e r ly p es si mi sti c . Th e y w e r e
abl e t o cit e a va ri et y o f
dil em ma s, w o r st ca s e s c en a ri o s
an d pr o bl em s bu t di d n ot s e e m
an gr y
or
d e sp e r at e
ab ou t
te ch n ol og y “ .
Ethical, moral and social consequences
clearly mattered a great deal to the
participants in the five citizens meetings
and they predominantly argued that these
matters should be included when assessing
whether or not to invoke the precautionary
principle.
A general view was that stakeholders and
citizens should be widely involved and
engaged in the process when applying the
precautionary principle:
“ Ev e r yb od y wh o h as
sh ou ld h a v e a v oi c e ” .
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At the same time, the complexity and timeconsumption of the engagement process
should be considered on a case-to-case
basis in relation to the potential impacts
and balanced on the scale of risks and
gains.
The importance of involving institutions
with scientific knowledge and democratic
responsibilities, independent from external
interests and with high transparency often
surfaced during the discussions. Distrust, or
at least scepticism towards the neutrality of
institutions not complying with the above
(especially politicians and companies) were
often expressed in relation to technology,
power and economic interests.
Finally, the overall impression was that the
participants seemed little informed about
the governance towards technologies and
uncertainties; how these risks have or have
not been handled and by whom.

Discussion points
The size of the groups and the quality of
the data that was collected does not
warrant us to make very firm conclusions
about what citizens in general think about
precaution and innovation in the five
countries were the citizens meetings were
held. But, it provides an insight to the
diversity of arguments in the discussions.
Moreover, it gave us new insights into
relevant topics, examples and some
common thoughts among citizens that are
useful to take into account for the rest of
the project.
Besides the topics mentioned in the
information material, people also talked
about the dangers of the impact of datacollection of tech-giants, pulse-fishing,
medical prostheses, Wi-Fi, nuclear energy,
plastics, electromagnetic fields, vaccination,
cloning etc.
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